Civil Society Policy Forum

2018 ANNUAL MEETINGS
CSO PARTICIPATION IN NUMBERS

Applied

1267

100%

1267

Registered

1084

86%

1084

Arrived
620

69 COUNTRIES
REPRESENTED

49 SESSIONS

620

49%

28 SPONSORED
CSOS
18 OF THEM
FROM EAP
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YEAR-T0-YEAR TREND

+ 4%

-9%

-1%

+ 3%

683
1224

1267

67

+4%

69

47

620

49

1092 1084

RECEIVED
APPLICATIONS

APPROVED
& REGISTERED

ARRIVED
& PICKED BADGES

2017 Annual Meetings
CSPF

COUNTRIES
REPRESENTED

NUMBER OF
SESSIONS

2018 Annual Meetings
CSPF
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4 YEAR SPRING & ANNUAL MEETINGS
CSO REGISTRATION TREND
Peru

2000

Bali
1719

1590
1481
1276

1000
636

0
SM'14

1092

1043

1004

1003

686

AM'14

1084

852

807
584

1029

530

545

SM'15

AM'15

683

620

590

SM'16

Approved & Registered

AM'16

SM'17

Arrived

AM'17

SM'18

AM'18
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2018 AM ARRIVED CSOs
TOP 5 CSO DELEGATIONS

BREAKDOWN BY REGION
117

315
86

47

15

OXFAM

14

Gates Foundation

11

Bye Bye
Plastic Bags

11

Save the Children

10

Solidaritas
Perempuan

9 13

East Asia & Pacific (50.81%)
US and Canada (13.87%)

33

Europe & Central Asia (18.87%)
South Asia (7.58%)

Latin America and Caribbean (2.10%)

Africa (5.32%)

Middle East & North Africa (1.45%)
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CSPF PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
SURVEY RESULTS
n= 143 (23% of arrived CSOs)

102

Q1:
What type of
organization do
you represent?
n= 143

NGO

13

6

6

6

4

Other

Foundation

Youth
Group

Think
Tank

Trade/Labor
Union

CBO

4

3

2

2

FBO

59

Q2:
Location of your
organization
n= 143

30
19

East Asia
Pacific

Q3:
How many times
have you
attended the
CSPF?
n= 143

South
Asia

North
America

13

Western
Europe

12

Africa

Easter Europe Latin
Mid. East
Central Asia America North Africa
72%

6%

3

1st time
2nd time
3rd time

9%
13%

More than 3 times
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To network and share information with other CSOs

51%

Q4:
Top reasons for
attending
n= 136

Q5:
Satisfaction with
the registration
process
n= 136

40%

To advocate policies with WBG/IMF staff and EDs

39%

Professional development - to learn about WBG/IMF
To organize a CSPF session

32%

Very satisfied

55%

Somewhat satisfied

31%

Somewhat unsatisfied

4%

Very unsatisfied

2%

Don't know/other

7%

Other: Frustration over visa requirements for CSOs, lack of clarification as to
rationale, concerns over perceived monitoring of CSOs.

Q6:
Most attended
days of the CSPF
n= 120

Tuesday, Oct. 9

61%
82%
83%
59%

* If attended only one session, please specify:
Parallel sessions on sin tax, health tax and SDGs
Saturday, October 13

Wednesday, Oct. 10
Thursday, Oct. 11
Friday, Oct. 12
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Q7: Rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of the CSPF:
48%

Relevance of
session topics

49%
3%
1%

Quality of
speakers or
panelists

61%
3%
2%
32%
50%
2%

Feedback
Session

Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

15%

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

28%

WBG/IMF staff
participation

Very satisfied

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied

34%

Lenght of
sessions

n= 120

43%
28%
9%

24%
40%
13%
4%
19%

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know
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Q8: What topics covered by the CSPF were you most interested in?
Human Capital - 13%

Gender/Women's Rights - 8%

Climate Change/Energy - 13%

Education - 7%

Inequality - 12%

Future of Work - 4%

n= 120

Accountability - 11%

Q9: What issues were not covered by the CSPF that you think should have been covered?
n= 82
CSO Engagement/Participation
An in dept country-region specific success story that the
WBG or IMF wants to scale-up and implement across
other region through CSO
A session on how CSOs can cooperate with the Bank
and/or learn about partnerships (research, programming,
etc) would have been extremely valuable
Direction of CSO engagement with bank staff
A plenary session on how to strengthen civil society
participation in policy development of the Banks
Instead of focusing to add topics, the forum should focus
more on concrete next step, what should be done further
to ensure CSO's full engagement in the work the WB/IMF
is doing

Climate Change and Environment
Environmental policy
Environmental education
Technology panel solution for climate change
Climate-smart agriculture, or agri-business in general

Human Rights
More on Human Rights, please!
Human rights based approaches to development
bank liability when they are supporting human rights
abuser company
Protection and fulfillment of human rights
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Q10: To what extent were the following sessions useful to you:

n= 120
54%

50%

48%

43%
39%
34%

39%

37%

34%
31%
28%
25%

24%
18%

18%
16%

14%

13%

11%

10%

3%

19%

18%

4%

11%

11%

10%

9%

3%

5%

3%
0%

WBG Orientation

EDs Roundtable
Moderator Prep
Session
To a very
high degree

EDs Roundtable

To a somewhat
high degree

CSO Townhall
Moderator Prep
Session
To a somewhat
low degree

CSO Townhall

To a very
low degree

9%

8%

CSO-led Sessions

Did not attend

2%

WBG or IMF-led
Sessions
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Q11: Were you satisfied with the number of regionally-focused sessions?

n= 109

Yes
75%
No
25%

Comments:
More focus on Africa and the Americas would have been welcomed, although I understand
the heavy Asia focus due to the location
Maybe need more on Asia
Limited discussions on Pacific issues
Every three years, the country hosting the event, should have more attention to local issues
Nothing much on MENA
Meeting with European IMF Directors very useful
More technical and in depth conversations needed connecting with what we can bring
home or to the home regions to work further
Sub Saharan region had limited focused sessions
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Q11: Rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of the CSO Townhall:

Very satisfied

22%

Choice of
topics

49%
15%
2%
12%
16%

Number of
topics

49%
20%
3%
12%
21%
38%

Format and
structure

23%
8%
10%
23%

CSO Moderator:
Monica
Tanuhandaru

45%
13%
7%
12%

n= 119

Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know
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Q13: Please share any ideas to improve future CSO Townhalls with WBG President
and IMF Managing Director
n= 65

Time

Adding more time for dialogue and Q&A
MD and president should not talk for so long that we can
only hear a few questions from audience. If u give honest and
straight forward responses you shouldn't need too much
time.
Many CSOs would like to speak so not enough time, CSOs
should be more well-prepared in different topics and
messages before the Townhalls (in the preparation session)
A longer engagement would assist in addressing the
numerous issues posed

Space/ Set up
Less top-down setting
Size of Room, Townhalls means that the persons are in the
middle.
The physical arrangement in the room exacerbated the
'distance' between the CSOs and the WBG President and IMF
Managing Director
QA should be more organised. Mad rush to get to microphone.
Roundtable format much better
it was great that there was plenty of space for participants in
the large room

Format

It would be good to get a round of questions beforehand and
not just topics. These could have been asked directly
I think in the past the moderator has done a better job of
interacting with questions coming in from social media
For 500 CSOs more questions should be allowed with less talk
from moderator. More interaction with people in town hall
needed than people from twitter
I think better upfront preparation with perhaps fewer
questions and more time for more elaborate responses would
help.
A moderator that facilitates the dialogue for the CSO rather
than playing a talk show host role

Topics
Start focusing on a WB/IMF policy that's directly focused on
civil society engagement
Better structuring of topics/areas for discussion to give equal
opportunities for different concerns of civil society. More
interactive dialogue.
It would be better to have somebody typing on the screen to
know what is being discussed
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Q14: Rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of the EDs Roundtable

Very satisfied

22%

Choice of
topics

Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know

42%
3%
4%
29%

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know

19%

Number of
topics

42%
5%
5%
28%
21%

Format and
structure

37%
10%
3%

20%
42%
4%
3%
30%

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know

29%

CSO Moderator:
Shreya Basu

n= 119

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Don't know
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Q15: Please share any ideas to improve future Roundtables with WBG Executive Directors
n= 40

Time
Additional time to allow diverse voices
The meeting time may be increase which will make an
opportunity to participate more people
The best part is QnA and there is need for more time on this
free flow of ideas and exchanges

Topics
There were too many topics that were crammed into the
session, I felt it was overwhelming and not entirely productive
EDs can share what challenges they are grappling with as a
board
More focused conversations, talking about everything is
somehow useless
Should have encouraged questions from regions as global
policy wonks dominated the question time. Also, some EDs
were not direct; used a lot of bureaucracy and evasive
statements.

Format
People to ask questions should be selected beforehand and
properly briefed
Moderation must be improved. More time for the heads to
dialogue
I think it might be more effective if CSOs pose questions
directly to the ED that represents their constituency - it would
be hard to do this equitably, but it might at least make the
exchanges more meaningful
Open it to livestream and take questions from live audience.
Greater participation from borrowing countries would be very
useful
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Q16: Are you aware that the CSPF Working Group was elected in 2017 to work with
the IMF and World Bank on improving the CSPF?
Yes
n= 117
44%

No
56%
Q17: Have you contacted a member of the CSPF Working Group over the last months?
Yes
n= 117
32%

No
68%

If not, why?
I didn't know it existed
I was not aware of this mechanism
Not aware of possibility to contact - not sure what they do
Not sure what the working group does and what I should be contacting them about
I was unaware there was a working group and that there was an opportunity to feed in to the process
I found out about the working group upon arrival to the conference
Because I was made aware of it in the last moment, and was also not sure what I could expect from the group.
[A CSPF Working Group member] was with us at the CSO meetings but he was rather limited by the absence of
other group members
These are not progressive CSOs and the election held was done on a basis of popularity rather than those who
really challenged World Bank
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Q18: Please provide suggestions on how the CSPF Working Group could be
helpful to you as a member of the CSO community.

Communication
They should keep CSOs updated with CSPF developments
In providing more information regarding collaboration
opportunities beyond the Annual Meetings
I did not receive any feedback after I sent email last year
regarding CSPF WG selection process. I lost tract with their
updates. They should somehow find a way to connect better
and transparent with other CSOs.
CSPF working group can organize regular discussion - a
kind of webinar for CSO community
Reach out more to in-country CSOs where WB/IMF project is
implemented
Dissemination of information to be better involved in the
preparation
Flyer/Introduction at the beginning
Creation of online platform/s for CSO community to have
communication/s with working group of CSPF
I suggest that CSPF working group initiate emails and invite
comments observations and suggestions from CSO activists
For the group to act as a more energetic link between the
community and the Bank and Fund by more proactively
providing information of important developments

n= 61

Role and mandate
Clarify their purpose and the mechanism in place to engage
more broadly with CSOs
I thought the feedback section was not very well-structured. It
wasn't effectively chaired and turned into a free-for-all, where
quite literally the loudest were the only ones heard
More visible presence; Support CSOs facing restrictions on their
activities in and around the CSPF
Consult CSO members on plans and activities of the Working
Group so that they reflect interest of / benefit for CSOs
It could help organize and streamline the CSO engagement
ahead of the CSPF (helping interested CSOs prepare collective
policy position papers or come to a unified point of view on
priorities and messages to raise with the WBG and IMF leaders)
and also advocating for structural adjustments to the CSPF
program (ie. fewer concurrent sessions to allow for more people
to attend sessions of interest)
Give it more leadership role in the process, enable it work less
dependent on Bank staff, and provide resources for a
communication platform it can use to reach out to CSO before,
during and after the Meetings
Monitor that recommendations from the feedback session are
incorporated into the next program, and it could help
members of the CSO Community from the global south to
organize some of the CSO Forum sessions
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Q19: Please share any other ideas to improve the CSPF:

Format
Perhaps the CSO forum session locations should be mixed with
the location of WBG/IMF sessions
For the first time I didnt feel like a second class citizen as a CSO
rep. We were in the same venue as many other things
happening. CSO events were on the rolling screen alongside all
other events so people could learn about and attend any event
they chose to. I hope we can do the same every year!
Too many sessions going on at once, with damaging effect on
attendance
I'd like to say how impressed I was by how well the overall
IMF/WBG meeting logistics were from the second I stepped off
the plane, to my departure. Kudos to the entire team.
Better coordination with other parallel event outside of CSPF
All sessions in the week (formal, World Bank. IMF/ CSO) need to
be on one schedule
Sharing of materials (presentations, background reading
materials, and summary/minutes) online afterwards for
participants would be useful for them as well as reference for
future participants
I was disappointed to see disposable cups and stirrers and
sugar sachets served. Future meetings could pay attention to
how they can be more environment friendly (even with less
brochures and flyers)
Printed agenda of CSPF should have been available and
distributed to other non-CSO participants.

n= 63

Topics
More focus specifically on human rights please!
Session topics and content seemed to be repetitive from
previous years with fewer sessions to choose from in Bali
I would like to see more topics on conservation biodiversity,
environment, species and ecotourism
Consider a smaller, more brownbag type of meeting with key
WB/IMF manager/director if possible.

WBG/ IMF Participation
Higher participation from WB and IMF, to ensure constructive
dialogues about how to move forward
Follow up/ update from WB EDs and officials on issues raised
by CSOs from previous annual meeting
Ensure presence of subject and region related experts in CSO
panels which can have healthy interactions and learning for
shared objectives
WB and IMF staff need to be more interactive and friendlier
with CSO so that more discussions happen

Networking
Regional / national platforms need to be created
More networking time, less lectures more hands on experience
Meeting on our own outside annual meeting to know
ourselves better.
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